
CONGRATULATIONS! You’ve booked your Ready Steady Blast party so we’ve made this handy fact 
sheet to give you some ideas and facts about our service and what to expect at your party or event.

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT
1. We will arrive at your chosen venue 30 minutes before the party start time.
2. We will then set everything up for you, so it’s all ready to go for when your guests arrive.
3.  We then leave you to enjoy your party.
4. We return 2 hours later, at the party finish time to pack it all away.

THE BLASTERS (OR GUNS)
1.  We have a vast range of blasters. From the tiny but powerful “Mega Big Shot” to the fast and 

quick firing “Modulus Regulator”.
2. The age of the child determines which blasters are provided on the day. This is due to the fact 

that smaller arms cannot operate the larger blasters.
3. We’ll provide enough Nerf darts to keep the party going, although you will need to stop every 

now and again to re-load!
4. Whilst we make every effort to keep our guns in full working order they do jam occasionally. We 

find that this is usually because excited children try to fire too rapidly. Encourage your guests to 
slow down and take their time to fire, reload, and fire. This usually prevents jamming!

THE INFLATABLE BUNKERS
1.  Please try to stop children from jumping, rolling, standing, sitting on or throwing the inflatables. 

As we quite often go straight to another party and fixing a puncture can be time consuming.

GAME IDEAS
1. FREE FOR ALL
 Probably the easiest game. Divide into 2 teams. Colour coded by our Orange and Blue vests. 

Each team takes one half of the battle arena and players simply shoot at the opposing team!

2. CAPTURE THE FLAG
 Divide into 2 teams. Each team has a base which they have to defend.

3. SHARP SHOOTER
 See who’s got the best shot at your party! Set up paper cups on a table and take it in turns to 

shoot one dart. If the player hits a cup they take another shot. If they miss, the next player goes.

4. RUN THE GAUNTLET
 Get everyone to line up on one side of the room like a firing squad! Get one player (usually the 

Birthday Boy or Girl) to run between barrels dodging the incoming barrage of gunfire!

We’re happy to answer any other questions or concerns that you may have before your party or 
event. Don’t hesitate to contact us. We want to make sure your party is safe AND fun for everyone!


